Date: August 13, 2001

Megan Campbell, Chief Counsel
Alliance for Telecommunications Industry Solutions
1200 G Street NW, Suite 300
Washington, D.C., 20005

Re: Statement of patent holder concerning the use of patented technology related to the proposed Technical Report titled, "Objective Perceptual Video Quality Measurement Using a JND-based Full Reference Technique", document number (T1a1.1/2001-023 rev8; contribution #1A110258).

Patent Holder:
Sarnoff Corporation
201 Washington Road
Princeton, NJ 08543

Contact William J. Burke
609-734-2560
Fax 609-734-2673
wburke@sarnoff.com

Sarnoff Corporation controls at least one U.S. patent that may be essential for compliance with the JND-based video quality measurement technique as described in the above referenced Technical Report (the "Standard"). In addition Sarnoff controls several patents pending that may be essential for compliance and are related to the JND-based video quality measurement technique. Sarnoff will make available a license in those Sarnoff-controlled patents and patent applications essential for compliance with the Standard to applicants under reasonable terms and conditions that are demonstrably free of any unfair discrimination.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

bcc: John Pearson